Introduction
Measurement and control are at the heart of any business enterp~ise, both in managing the finanCIal, human and physical assets of the organisation, and also -especially in the case of a manufacturing operation -deploying those resources to optimal effect in the production process. It may be a cliche; but it's true: what cannot be me~sured cannot be managed.
Smce the Industrial Revolution engineers and business people have employed increasingly sophisticated measurement and control techniques to run their factories, increase their productivity and serve their customers better. From the perspective of human history, progress has been amazingly rapid, driven by a series of technological advances -steam power, the railways, electric power and, most recently, the digItal revolution.
We are now poised for the most significant step change so far, brought about by the increasing adoption of Internet-based technologies in the manufacturing world. This lecture will not, however, be a technical exposition on the virtues of the Internet the aim is to introduce you to so~e of the drivers and concepts changing the face of manufacturing industry.
Manufacturing in the '80s and '90s
To understand the forces shaping th~manufa~turing world today, let s start WIth a brief look at the manufacturing technologies of the 1980s a~d 1990s. In the' 80s many companIes operated with the tried and tested systems and processes that they had used for decades, i.e. mass manufacturing based on forecasts of product demand. The advent of computers, first mainframes then desktop personal computers, had changed the way in whichinfonnation was stored and used, but production processes were still geared to planning systems called MRP (Materials Requirement Planning). More specifically, factories were organised to produce in batches to a preset schedule, rather than in response to specific customer d.emand. This meant that they earned large stocks of raw materials and finished goods. The planning systems worked in isolation from one another; suppliers, manufacturers, their customers and their customers' customers were not electronically linked.
In the late-1980s certain manufacturers, most notably in Japan, began to operate according to different pJinciples, which have come to be known as 'lean enterpJise'. Here, the emphasis is on continuous flow manufacturing in line with specific customer orders. 'Just in time' production became the goal of these lean-enterprise manufacturers as t~ey succeeded in creating competitIve advantage by producing to exact customer demand.
Central to this approach was the 'kanban' sy~tem of inventory and production control. 'Kanban' is a Japanese word that means 'sign' or 'signal'. A kanban system is a way of linking customer demand to all production operations and, in turn linking the company to its suppliẽ rs. It works on the principle of stock replenishment. As an assembly process consumes parts or components, kanban orders are sent to an outside supplier or to Allen M. Yurko, Chief Executive Officer, Invensys plc another part of the enterprise signalling the need to replace what as be~n used. Typically a kanban IS a thIck paper card showing the part number, part description, usage and supply locations. There may be thousands of kanban cards in circulation at anyone time in a modem manufacturing facility. Used properly the system minimises the amount of inventory held and allows the manufacturer to exercise much greater control over his supply chain and his deliveries to customers.
Lean enterprise techniques were further developed and refined in the 1990s, alongside greater automation on the factory floor. However, although the concept of kanban cards has remained the same, to date very few manufac-!uring companies have actually Implemented the lean enterprise system.
During the 1990s, information technology increasingly required to act and react more quickly and fle~ibly than ever before, a trend whIch the Internet has dramatically accelerated in the new competitors' activities and, not least, sell his products. But above all he must harness the power of the Internet to convey information, from suppliers to factory floor to distributors to customers, information which provides the basis for immediate action, in real-time, not in planning models. Connecting up the supply chain in this way, via the Internet, combined with the lean enterprise techniques already discussed, makes it possible to meet the exacting service and delivery standards which today's customers expect -faster time to market, reduced costs and improved quality. This is not easy, nor is it yet common. The reality of manufacturing in the Internet age is currently more likely to be plant chaos, as shown in Figure 1 . But for those who get it right there is huge commercial advantage to be gained, as the success of Dell, Toyota, Cisco and indeed parts of Invensys demonstrate.
What these organisations have in common is the ability to respond very rapidly to customer demands. Often they can manufacture today what the customer ordered this morning and ship it out tonight for next day delivery. Figure 2 shows the transformation in performance levels which is achievable when lean manufacturing and e-business strategies are successfully deployed together. What worldclass manufacturing companies have done is to take the power of lean enterprise and link it to the power of the Internet. The result is 'E-manufacturing' and electronic Figure 2 : The E-manufacturing opportunity. to market. For the production director it's a potentially huge headache as customers doing business over the Internet expect a much higher level of service -better products, delivered more quickly and at lower cost. The 'old-style' mass manufacturer is in no position to meet these expectations. He may decide to build stocks, to provide a cushion against the more frequent and faster shipments now required if he is to stay competitive. But this is expensive and, crucially, it is based on a forecast of customer demand not actual orders.
What the hard-pressed manufacturer actually needs is a cohesive E-business strategy, touching every aspect of his operation: using the Internet to cut procurement costs, reduce errors in invoicing and ordering, monitor customers' buying behaviour, track
Manufacturing in the Internet age
The explosive growth and commercial potential of the Internet are now well documented, especially in the business to consumer sector. E-commerce is growing exponentially as Internet traffic doubles every six months. The impact on the business-to-business (B2B) sector and on manufacturing in particular is less well known but is likely to be far greater. It is estimated that global B2B E-commerce will be worth $4 trillion by 2003, compared with less than $400 billion of on-line sales to consumers (source: The Gartner Group).
As in other fields, the Internet has given business customers access to information on a scale and at a speed never previously known. Customers can compare prices, product features, promotions and special offers from rival vendors within minutes and place orders on-line in seconds. By increasing access to information the Internet has helped to globalise production and capital markets, which has in turn boosted productivity and accelerated the spread of the new technology. Even so, only 6% of the world's population is currently on-line, suggesting that the Internet's role as an engine of economic growth has really only just begun.
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products to specific customer requirements. In this case most probably the manufacturers would be sited relatively close to each other. But the beauty of E-manufacturing is that by using the Internet they can all view and act upon the same data, whether they are physically located ten miles or ten thousand miles apart.
Measurement and control in the dot.com world
Let's look a little deeper.
At the heart of the production environment described are the measurement and control devices which actually make the manufacturing process work. Every valve, sensor, switch and thermostat in the factory is a point of control, capable of being linked into a highly intelligent system. A complex manufacturing facility or process plant, an oil refinery or a brewery, may have tens of thousands of control points. Connecting them together and making them 'intelligent', that is able to talk to the automation and control systems which run the plant and to the management information systems which regulate production and manage the supply chain, gives the modem manufacturer an ability to operate more efficiently than ever before. Instead of many separate systemsfor supply chain management, customer relationship management, enterprise resource planning and other applications -it is now possible to integrate these systems, within a single factory or across many factories around the world and then to link in suppliers
• On-board Intelligence -Embed object intelligence in all automation and control devices
• Object Technology -Software driven by object technology and 'Open Architecture'
• Networks -Open systems with remote monitoring, networking through the internet. direct customer interface
• Multiple Network Protocols -Available on all network protocols (Ethernet, Fieldbus. DeviceNet, Profibus, Foxnet, etc)
today's manufacturing environment are more complex than our simple red paint example. Nevertheless, many world-class manufacturers are actively pursuing the E-manufacturing opportunity we have discussed. In doing so, they are following some simple rules of the road (Figure 5 ). First, every critical measurement and control point in the supply chain and the manufacturing process must have embedded intelligence and connectability to the Net. Making sure that all critical points of control are connected is fundamental to E-manufacturing.
Second, the software which links these points of control together must be object-based technology and open architecture in structure so that it is easy to use and configure. Ease of use has been the hallmark of the Internet and the same must apply in Emanufacturing.
Third, the resulting open systems should provide for remote monitoring, access via secure Internet connections and, most importantly, should include a direct link to the customer. Connecting to the customer adds the critical additional data of exact customer requirements.
Finally, the network must be able to cope with the vast array of communication protocols that are already installed. It is simply not realistic to replace all existing networks and their associated communication protocols.
The opportunities for manufacturers to improve customer service, reduce costs, increase inventory turns and enhance return on investment are huge. But the biggest gains will most likely be seen in increased market share for the winners. The dot.com world has opened up tremendous opportunities for the world's manufacturers and the measurement and control industry must get connected to meet the challenge.
The development of lean enterprise techniques and the utilisation of kanbans have led to significant performance improvements for many manufacturers. The dawn of the Internet age has dramatically increased the scope for efficiency improvements, by providing an opportunity to link the supply chain and production processes electronically, from supplier to manufacturer to customer. This has become known as E-manufacturing.
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